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I think this is a great but easy to comprehend book guide in making an app development or
programming. It has used simple words, considering the complex topic, and it made me understand
the basic foundations of App programming more. I know I still have a long way to go in making my
own app, but with this book, at least I know where to start.

In the advent of iphones and smartphones, different apps have emerged. I was somehow curious
on how these apps are created and programmed so us to entertain us and help us in so many
ways. This book gives me a clear picture and better understanding on how they are created. The
topic on â€œ12 steps to Publishing your Mobile Appâ€• is very substantial and detailed that gives
you technical knowledge in building an app. The different best practices for developing an

impeccable App are also equally helpful and guide any app builder to make quality applications.I got
this book in a free promotional price in exchange with my honest and unbiased review.

Our generation today are inclined so much in using andoids, smart phones, IOS or any gadgets that
are trending and uses almost all kinds applications that are essential for their basic needs. Its
refreshing to know that such book offers guidelines on how to give life on all of your ideas when it
comes to developing any mobile apps. The basics on how to do so was provided by Clinton and
each chapter discussed the steps or instructions on how to execute all the brilliant ideas flowing
through your brain. I like how the author wrote everything in well timely manner that creating a
mobile app is feasible and can be achievable at all. If you are a developer or just a novice in the
field of application programming then definitely this book is a must have.

For me, the book delivered what I expected of it spot on. The author made a clear and direct stream
of information that a guide book should be. Though I just have a tad bit of concern regarding the
introduction of pictures or images which should have made the topic far more interesting. But as a
whole the book was great and it helped me broaden up my understanding on how to go about with
App programming. I will certainly keep this as reference and will surely recommend this to other
readers as well. Nice one!

An essential guide for complete understanding as your mobile device is going to be a beta tester.
You might wonder why you need this is the development tools already have emulators in them but
the answer is simple. The emulator works on your computer and, to date, nobody has come up with
a computer-based emulator that matches the way the mobile devices run. The emulators are useful
for testing to see if there are any bugs in the app but the user-experience can only be tested on the
device itself.

If you are a developer or just a novice in the field of application programming then definitely this
book is a must have. The author discusses the how, and what things you should know for
developing an App. This book gives me a clear picture and better understanding on how they are
created. I liked that the author differentiate the App from Software right at the beginning. The basics
on how to do so was provided by Clinton and each chapter discussed the steps or instructions on
how to execute all the brilliant ideas flowing through your brain. Recommended.

I think this is a great but easy to comprehend book guide in making an app development or
programming. It has used simple words, considering the complex topic, and it made me understand
the basic foundations of App programming more. I know I still have a long way to go in making my
own app, but with this book, at least I know now where to start.

This book covers a big deal of App programming for those who are aspiring to publish their own
Apps. The author discusses the how, and what things you should know for developing an App. I
liked that the author differentiate the App from Software right at the beginning. As you progress with
your book reading you will learn on the different types of Apps, how it works, where it works and
how you can publish it. The book has most of the basic, it is a good start to read when you have an
awesome idea for an App and you want it to materialize.
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